NOTIFICATION NO. 27/2018

Group -1 Services- Examination pattern as per prescribed syllabus

English - Time 180 Minutes - Marks 150 - Medium: English
- Attempt all the questions - question wise marks
  Available in the Scheme of the Group-I Notification.

Telugu - Time 180 Minutes - Marks 150 - Medium: Telugu
- Attempt all the questions - question wise marks
  Available in the Scheme of the Group-I Notification.

P-I- General Essay - Time 180 Minutes - Marks 150 - Medium: English/Telugu
Three Sections – Required to attempt three essays, one from each of the three sections (There will be choice for choosing each question). 50 marks per each question.

P-II- History, Culture Geography of Indian and Andhra Pradesh - Time 180 Minutes - Marks 150 - Medium: English/Telugu.
Three sections – Five (05) questions compulsory from each section (There will be choice for choosing each question). 10 marks per each question.

Three sections – Five (05) questions from each section Compulsory (There will be choice for choosing each question) 10 marks per each question.

P-IV- Economy and Development of India and Andhra Pradesh - Time 180 Minutes - Marks 150 - Medium – English / Telugu
15 questions – There will be choice for choosing each question. 10 marks per each question.

P-V- Science and Technology- Time 180 Minutes-Marks 150-Medium:English / Telugu
15 questions. There will be choice for choosing each question. 10 marks per each question

Place: Vijayawada,
Date: 19/03/2020.                                               Sd/-
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